
if you draw a power up 
card, you can use it now 

or keep it for later

if you draw a penalty
 card, you must do what it 

says IMMEDIATLY!

How to play HOW TO STEAL CARDS:

One 
green 

animal 
card

One
red 

ailment
card

Try to
mime 
your 
animal 
first

No 
Speaking!

no animal
noises!

Try to
mime 
your 
ailment
second

All red cards are 
worth one point.

Green cards are 

worth two or 

more points.

�see overleaf for a special bonus if you 
can mime both cards AT THE SAME TIME!

Collect cards to accumulate points!

Award the red card ONLY once the time is up.

One animal and one ailment CARD per turn.

If you still have time left, after BOTH the 
animal and ailment have been guessed...

If someone guesses this, 
you can steal a red card.

You can steal the red card 
from another player...
or from the box.

You cannot steal from the player who 
guessed the steal mime. The guesser is 
protected!

If someone guesses both the steal mimes,
that guesser can take two turns on 
their next go! 

At the bottom of each card
is a STEAL Mime YOU CAN TRY.

All other players: 

15First to 15 points
is the winner!

After 1 minute...

Play moves clockwise
to the next mimer!

The mimer will win
the green card.

First player to shout this 
will win the red card.



OVERVIEW FAQ’S

mimers rule!

No speaking!

No animal noises*

You can use props. 

No pointing at letters.
15

The mimer always decides who had a good enough 
guess, and who will win the point.

The mimer also decides who won if two players  
guess correctly  at exactly the same time.

In this game players take turns to mime 
(act, without speaking or making any noises)

The mimer uses gestures and body movements, 
including classic “charades” tactics.

The other players guess what cards the mimer has,
winning points by guessing the Animal Ailment!

All players play against each other. Use your wild 
miming and guessing skills to win cards. 

For videos, team play and advanced rules: 

PARENTAL GUIDANCE: CARDS MARKED 12+
MAY BE LESS SUITABLE FOR YOUNGER KIDS. 

yOU CAN IGNORE OR REMOVE FROM THE DECK.

@animalailments

JOIN OUR ONLINE FLOCK!

If you choose to allow this, mooing, meowing, 
squawking  etc. are all perfectly fine...
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Normally you cannot make animal noises 
(unless you have the Squawker powerup card)

However, you can opt to allow animal noises. 
Great for kids, not so great for the neighbours!

But no actual words or speaking!

*Optional rule (noisy)ages
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Handy hand gestures

“One word” “Sounds like...”

“Rhymes with...”

“Two words”

“A small word”
“A small creature”

1 syllable

2 syllables
ti ger

tie

A BALDING 
TIGER?

A TIGER WITH 
BALDNESS?

Who goes first?

� If you can’t decide, go with the player 
that has the most hair.

What if a card is too hard to mime?

� You can “pass” on cards that you’d rather 
not try  (but the timer does not stop!).

What if no�one guesses either card 
within 1 minute?

� Nobody wins any cards for the turn.

What if only one card is guessed 
within 1 minute?

the mimer keeps the red card only. 
guessers get nothing.

What if I manage to mime both cards 
at the same time?

� Well done! You can take two turns 
on your next go.


